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Abstract— Cloud computing is an arrangement of Information 

Technology administrations offered to clients over the web on a 

leased base. Such administrations empower the associations to 

scale-up or downsize their in-house establishments. By and 

large, cloud administrations are given by an outside supplier 

who has the game plan. Cloud computing has numerous focal 

points, for example, adaptability, productivity, versatility, 

combination, and capital lessening. In addition, it gives a 

progressed virtual space for associations to convey their 

applications or run their operations. With dismissal to the 

conceivable advantages of Cloud computing administrations, 

the associations are hesitant to put resources into Cloud 

computing chiefly because of security concerns. Security in 

Cloud computing is an essential and basic angling that upset 

the development of Cloud computing, and has various issues 

and issue identified with it. Cloud administration supplier and 

the cloud administration purchaser ought to ensure that the 

cloud is sufficiently sheltered from all the outer dangers so that 

the client does not confront any issue, for example, loss of 

information or information burglary. There is likewise a 

probability where a noxious client can infiltrate the cloud by 

mimicking a real client, along these lines tainting the whole 

cloud and influences numerous clients who are sharing the 

contaminated cloud. This paper firstly records the parameters 

that influence the security of the cloud then it investigates the 

cloud security issues and issues confronted by cloud 

administration supplier and cloud administration customer, for 

example, information, protection, and contaminated 

application and security issues. It likewise plates a few tips for 
handling these issues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A couple of years prior, unique states of cloud were 
utilized to mean the web and the internet. A while later the 
cloud has been used to speak to a more particular thought, 
which is the Cloud Computing. The extension and 
development of the electronic administrations requires 
constant change as far as foundation. Cloud computing offers 
a moderately minimal effort adaptable other option to in-
house infrastructure, both in equipment and programming 
[1]. The fundamental thought of cloud computing is to 
convey both programming and equipment as administrations 
.People and associations have been thinking about 
administrations over the cloud to cut the expenses of use, 

with no pay in using late advances. Nevertheless, using 
administrations over the cloud is gone with numerous 
questions generally about security issues.  

II. ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

This paper discusses issues of cloud computing with 
respect to technique and also services. 

 

 
Figure 1. Cloud computing issues 

 

A. Issues In Cloud Computing Technique 

The cloud administration supplier for cloud ensures that 
the client does not confront any issue, for example, loss of 
information or information robbery. There is likewise 
plausibility where a noxious client can enter the cloud by 
imitating a true blue client, there by contaminating the whole 
cloud [6]. This prompts influences numerous clients who are 
sharing the tainted cloud. There are four sorts of issues raise 
while talking about security of a cloud [7].  

1. Data Issues 

2. Privacy issues 

3. Contaminated Application 

4. Security issues 

Data Issues: touchy information in a distributed 
computing environment rise as real issues with respect to 
security in a cloud based framework. Firstly, at whatever 
point information is on a cloud, anybody from anyplace 
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whenever can get to information from the cloud since 
information might be regular, private and touchy information 
in a cloud. So in the meantime, numerous distributed 
computing administration purchaser and supplier get to and 
alter information. Consequently there is a need of a few 
information uprightness techniques in distributed computing. 
Also, information taking is a one of major issue in a 
distributed computing environment. Numerous cloud 
administration suppliers don't give their own particular server 
rather they procure server from other administration suppliers 
because of it is cost emotional and adaptable for operation 
and cloud supplier. So there is a much likelihood of 
information can be stolen from the outer server. Thirdly, Data 
misfortune is a typical issue in distributed computing. In the 
event that the distributed computing administration supplier 
close down his administrations due some money related or 
lawful issue then there will be lost information for the client. 
Additionally, information can be lost or harm or ruined 
because of miss event, normal catastrophe, and flame. Due to 
above condition, information may not be accesses able to 
clients. Fourthly, information area is one of the issues what 
requires center in a distributed computing environment[4]. 
Physical area of information stockpiling is vital and vital. It 
ought to be straightforward to client and client. Merchant 
does not uncover where every one of the information's are put 
away.  

Privacy Issues: The cloud figuring organization supplier 
must guarantee that the customer singular information is 
particularly secured from various suppliers, and customer. As 
most of the servers are outside, the cloud organization 
supplier should guarantee who is getting to the data and who 
is keeping up the server with the objective that it enables the 
supplier to secure the customer's near and dear information. 

Contaminated Application: cloud processing organization 
supplier should have the finish access to the server with all 
rights with the ultimate objective of checking and upkeep of 
server. So this will keep any vindictive customer from 
exchanging any defiled application onto the cloud which will 
truly impact the customer and dispersed processing 
organization. 

Security issues: cloud computing security must be done 
on two levels. One is on supplier level and another is on the 
customer level. Circulated processing organization supplier 
should guarantee that the server is particularly secured from 
all the outside perils it may go over [10]. Regardless of the 
way that the circulated processing organization supplier has 
given a better than average security layer to the customer and 
customer, the customer should guarantee that there should 
not be any loss of data or take or adjusting of data for various 
customers who are using the same cloud due to its 
movement. A cloud is awesome exactly when there is a fair 
security gave by the organization supplier to the customer 
[11]. 

 

B.  Parameters Influencing Cloud Security 

There are different security issues in cloud computing as it 

conceals various advances including systems, databases, 

working structures, virtualization, resource booking, the 

trade organization, stack modifying, concurrent control and 

memory administration[9]. The accompanying graph 

demonstrates the parameters that impact cloud security.  

 

Figure 2. Parameters that in flu enced clouds security 

 

Security issues for countless structures and headways are 

material to distributed computing [3]. For example, the 

framework that interconnects the systems in a cloud must be 
secure. In addition, virtualization perspective in distributed 

computing brings about a couple security concerns. Case in 

point, mapping the virtual machines to the physical 

machines must be finished securely. Data security 

incorporates encoding the data and furthermore ensuring that 

fitting game plans are actualized for data sharing. In like 

manner, resource parcel and memory organization figuring’s 

must be secure. Finally, information mining strategies may 

be germane to malware acknowledgment in mists. 

Cloud Computing Security major Issues are described 

briefly below [12]. 
 

1) Access to Servers & Applications 

In cloud administrative access steered via Internet that is the 

main security threat which is intern related to security 

policies. 

2) Data Transmission 
In processing time more than 70% data is not encrypted, this 

unencrypted data is a serious threat to secure data 

transmission. 

3) Virtual Machine Security 

The dynamic nature of Virtual Machines and the possibility 

of making the clones and copies is a big hurdle in 
maintaining consistency and security.   
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4) Network Security 

In cloud the network security problem is consist of reused IP 

address, attacks on DNS and attacks of different kinds of 

Sniffers. 

5) Data Security 

 The enterprise data is warehoused out of the boundary of 

the enterprise at Service provider premises. Therefore, the 

service provider must implement added security checks to 

guarantee data security. 

6) Data Privacy 

Another key concern in cloud security is privacy as all the 

Data in the cloud is distributed globally that open the 

concerns about influence, privacy and data exposure  

7) Data Integrity  

Clouds usually store the generated data in cloud computing, 

this method open the way for lose control over data from 

users point of view.it is also a fact that Data sleaze can 

happen with any type of media and  at any level of storage. 

8) Data Location 

Data location is again a big issue in concern with security as 

there are many users and huge type of data that need to be 

available locally within the user promises, as in cloud user is 

not aware of the  exact location of their data so it can also 

create problem.  

9) Data Availability: 

Data Availability is one of the major apprehensions of 

undertaking and security precarious organizations. When 

storing data at distant systems, users can suffer from system 

failures. Data will not be available when cloud stops 

working. 

10) Data Segregation 

The storage is shared by the data from different users and as 

discussed earlier the encryption is not easy to implement in 

cloud so there arises a big threat of data Segregation.  

11) Security Policy and Compliance 
The cloud services provider companies need to be have a 

clear and strict policies for security provision to the end user. 

Enterprises need to demonstrate acquiescence with security 

standards. 

12) Patch management 

Patch management is a type of systems management that 
includes getting, checking, and installing patches (code 

changes) to a controlled computer system. In cloud patch 

management is done on user promises so open the risk of 

security. 

C. Issues In Cloud Computing Services  

Here we will discuss about the major services of cloud 

computing having some major problems. A survey report of 

specialized bolster site FixYa demonstrates that clients of 

the main five cloud storage services are most worried about 

limit, security and missing documents. FixYa got some 

information about the main five issues cloud storage clients 

have with Dropbox, Google Drive, Sugar Sync, iCloud and 

Box.[5] 

I. Dropbox  

Dropbox is a standout amongst the most famous storage 
service administrations. FixYa reviewed about Dropbox and 
picked the following concerns which are mentioned in the 
fig-3 below .FixYa clients who depend on Dropbox for 
individual substance, for example, photographs, music or 
amusement, aren't disheartened by the security issues, FixYa 
noted.  

"Notwithstanding, individual clients using Dropbox to 
store individual money related data or comparative things 
that would represent a security hazard ought to stay away," 
FixYa said. "The same goes for medium sized organizations 
searching for a simple approach to share bank explanations or 
exclusive business data." 

 

Figure 3. Issues in Dropbox Service 

II. Google Drive  

When it came to Google Drive, missing, issues with 
synchronizing records, automatic conversion unknown errors 
are major issues of the customers of Google drive. "Despite 
the fact that security concerns are not as conspicuous 
amongst FixYa clients contrasted with other cloud gadgets, 
Drive still encounters some broad ease of use issues that 
should be tended to," FixYa said. "Generally, be that as it 
may, these issues can be understood rapidly. “See   fig-4 
below. 

 

Figure 4. Issues in Google Drive Service 

http://www.iconarchive.com/show/google-play-icons-by-marcus-roberto/Google-Drive-icon.html
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III. SugarSync  

The absence of QuickBooks bolster finished the worries 
clients had with Sugar Sync. QuickBooks is a business 
bookkeeping programming for organizations .Since Sugar 
Sync doesn't bolster QuickBooks; it is an extreme offer for 
monetary clients. Some of storage ,file syncing,iTune file 
problem. Here is the brief issues of SugarSync in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5. Issues in SugarSync Service 

IV. iCloud  

Apple's iCloud storage administration took a hit after 
clients overhauled to OS X Mountain Lion, as indicated in 
the survey by FixYa. "Whether it be agreeing to the 
administration, synchronizing the "Notes" application 
between gadgets, or moving down records and different 
applications, iCloud on the new Mountain Lion is not 
impeccable by any methods." FixYa prescribed that clients 
encountering issues with matching up Notes attempt 
Evernote. Moreover, the powerlessness to adjust documents 
with non-Apple gadgets in iCloud was noticed in    survey. 
other file syncing ,note syncing and security issues are 
measured in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6. Issues in icloud Service 

V. Box  

Box, a cloud storage benefit that is most well-known with 
little organizations due to its local security abilities and 
administration components, was pounded on the issue of 
security and transferring issues. A quarter century of 
overview respondents picked "security concerns"; another 
picked "transfer issues.” While security issues don't seem, by 
all accounts, to be an issue for extensive scale business 
accounts, FixYa clients have reported worries with security 
for their free individual records". While FixYa can't take care 

of the security worries with Box, it recommended that clients 
experiencing difficulty transferring documents ought to 
restart their PCs and clear the program store before 
attempting again. Also leggy response and upload issues 
were noticed with the following ratio in Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 7. Issues in Box Service 

 

In cloud the issues in services point of view as discussed 
above one can easily conclude that each service has its on 
issues and concerns the whole findings can be summarize in 
the following given table 1.1.  

TABLE 1.1: SUMMARY OF CLOUD SERVICES ISSUES 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

III. COUNTERMEASURES FOR CLOUD ISSUES 

There are a few tips and traps that cloud security 
arrangement suppliers ought to remembered when they 
conveys their support of cloud administration buyer in an 
open cloud arrangement[2].  

Confirm the entrance controls: Set up data to get control 
with rights and after that check these passage controls by the 
cloud organization supplier at whatever point data is being 
used by cloud organization client. To complete get to control 
methods for client side, the cloud organization supplier must 
depict and assurance that the principle endorsed customers 
can get to the customer or buyer's data.  

 
Control the customer access gadgets: Be sure the buyer's 

passage devices or centers, for instance, Personal Computers, 

SERVICE  PEAK ISSUE % 

DROP BOX SECURITY  40% 

GOOGLE 

DRIVE 

MISSING 

FOLDERS 

30% 

SUGAR SYNC STORAGE SPACE 30% 

I CLOUD SYNCING NOTE 35% 

BOX SECURITY  25% 

http://www.google.com.sa/url?url=http://www.soft32.com/blog/tag/cloud/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwiyosC-5M_PAhVI1RoKHRbGAAAQwW4ILDAE&sig2=Tc8RZBoaXW27GAOD2FOeIA&usg=AFQjCNF6KjND9cbQUQ5ftRppmi9Ef3JaDg
http://www.google.com.sa/url?url=http://osxdaily.com/2015/10/05/show-icloud-drive-home-screen-ios/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwiKy5PS48_PAhWFSBQKHVxdDFcQwW4IFTAA&sig2=v6uFwC9v6iYxdnkcQBUchg&usg=AFQjCNHyC11ectXSTTQ0ftZKXJA4aoF4Fw
http://www.google.com.sa/url?url=http://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/computing.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwjLifiA5M_PAhXEzRoKHcSSDucQwW4INzAB&sig2=QssnSdvgdsjD2DKtz5Y1Tg&usg=AFQjCNEPzSlkBzokPR-Ozy5JnS4JLLe8Ww
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virtual terminals, papers, handouts and cell phones are 
adequately secure. The loss of an endpoint get to contraption 
or access to the device by an unapproved customer can 
scratch off even the best security traditions in the cloud. 
Make certain the customer handling contraptions are directed 
fittingly and secured from malware working and supporting 
impelled acceptance highlights.  

Screen the Data Access: cloud organization suppliers 
need to ensure about whom, when and what data is being 
gotten to for what reason. Case in point various site or server 
had a security protestation regarding snooping practices by 
various people, for instance, listening to voice calls, 
scrutinizing messages and individual data etcetera. 

Offer requested records and Verify the information 
cancellation: If the customer or customer needs to report its 
consistence, then the cloud organization supplier will share 
charts or whatever other information or give audit records to 
the buyer or customer. Furthermore affirm the most ideal 
deletion of data from shared or reused devices. Various 
suppliers don't suit the most ideal degaussing of data from 
drives each time the drive space is left. Request an ensured 
cancelation get ready and have that method made into the 
assertions.  

Security check occasions: Ensure that the cloud 
organization supplier gives enough bits of knowledge about 
fulfillment of ensures, break remediation and reporting 
probability. These security events will portray commitment, 
certifications and exercises of the circulated figuring 
organization supplier. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Cloud computing has been a surpassing shift so far in 
terms of using the present innovations. The pattern of having 
cloud administrations as a feature of an association appears to 
be increasing more significance. Particularly in this time the 
cycle of presenting more mechanical advancements is getting 
shorter. For some reasons, including the decrease of capital 
consumptions, associations need to consider using cloud 
administrations as a fundamental piece of their 
establishments. All things considered, different difficulties 
are precluding the accomplishment of tremendous 
arrangement and acknowledgment levels. The principle 
disadvantage of the current cloud administration executions 
is their powerlessness to give an authorized high-security 
level. In addition, security certification requirements to cover 
the transmission channels which may incorporate an outsider. 
Both the cloud administration supplier and the client ought to 
ensure that the cloud is sufficiently protected from all the 
outer dangers, so there will be a solid and common 
comprehension between the client and the cloud 
administration supplier. The biggest crevices between cloud-
security practice and cloud-security research hypothesis lie in 
the way that the suppositions in the exploration forget some 
imperative contrasts between real cloud security and virtual 
machine security. Examination ought to focus on these 
crevices and contrasts and its evacuation. One of the bits of 

the structure may build up an approach to screen the cloud's 
administration programming, and another may be an 
advancement of segregated preparing for particular 
customers' applications. Individuals' conduct can be followed 
and checked for case whether individuals let the robotic 
fixing programming to run, or redesigning hostile to infection 
programming definitions, or whether individuals see how to 
solidify their virtual machines in the cloud. 
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